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REPORT OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES JOURNAL
AND THE NEW MEXICO LAW REVIEW
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ALBERT E. UTTON, EDITOR

Four issues of the JOURNAL and two of the LAW REVIEW were published as scheduled during the fiscal year. The 975 printed pages comprising the four issues of the NATURAL RESOURCES JOURNAL included two special symposium issues to mark the JOURNAL's 20th Anniversary. The January 1980 issue was devoted to the Winters' Doctrine (water rights), and the April 1980 issue focused on the topic of "Whither Environmentalism?", in honor of the 10th anniversary of Earth Day. A special issue published in October 1979, was devoted to critiques of the 1978 National Energy Acts, and other topics published were NEPA, Non-point Source Water Pollution, Compulsory Recycling, and Air Quality Problems.


Case notes, case comments, and book reviews were included in both periodicals, and the JOURNAL also published Recent Developments (very brief commentaries on current legal cases involving natural resources).
Student editors Ruth Musgrave Silver and Larry Ausherman prepared the July 1979 issue of the JOURNAL, with the three remaining issues since that date being produced by student editors Ellen Kelly and Edward R. Ricco, assisted by student processing editors Francesca MacDowell and Robert Muehlenweg, and student notes and comments editors Ann Stromberg and Howard Thomas. The Summer 1979 LAW REVIEW was prepared by student editors Maureen Sanders, Alice Herter, and Deborah Slade. The Winter 1979-80 issue was produced under the supervision of Editor-in-Chief Marilyn Mason-Plunkett, assisted by Nancy Asbury and Norman Todd.